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 See also features of the Standard. Micro and Standard versions. Find information to know what changes made in this release.
See also differences between the two versions. Features Added or changed in this release. Copyright Information. File credits.
Requires Windows Vista or later. Fixed issue where it was not possible to select empty folders from the context menu when

holding Shift on Windows 7. Fixed issue where the Taskbar and Start Menu did not respond correctly when trying to start the
program. Fixed issue where it was not possible to remove spaces from the user name when importing settings. Fixed issue where

it was not possible to move files from the send list to the send queue after importing settings. Fixed issue where progress bars
were displayed incorrectly when opening an MSN chat message in a program other than MSN Messenger. Fixed issue where an
unsent chat message would be always displayed with an active link. Fixed issue where some tabs in the tabs panel would be not
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accessible after program exit. Fixed issue where the title of a program would not be updated when the Start menu was loaded
from the start screen. Fixed issue where the Start menu was not refreshed after changing or opening program configuration files.

Fixed issue where the 'Select' button in the folders list would disappear when expanding the list. Fixed issue where the 'Select'
button in the folders list would disappear after opening a new folder. Fixed issue where the "Select files" dialog would

sometimes close when selecting a file from a folder. Fixed issue where Ctrl+R would close the program when an MSN chat
message was displayed in a program other than MSN Messenger. Fixed issue where the folder name was displayed too wide
when expanding the list in the folder list panel. Fixed issue where the search filter icon would not be displayed when starting

program from the Start screen. Fixed issue where the program was not able to add items to the Send queue after program exit.
Fixed issue where it was not possible to open some files. Fixed issue where it was not possible to drag and drop from the tab
context menu to the tree. Fixed issue where it was not possible to drag and drop items from the tree to the tab context menu.

Fixed issue where it was not possible to set the icon of a file from the tree to any picture. Fixed issue where it was not possible
to set the icon of a folder from the tree to any picture. Fixed issue where it was not possible to set the background of a folder
from the tree to any picture. Fixed issue where it was not possible to set the background of a file from the tree to any picture.
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